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together. Although in many factories and countries the struggle against the capitalist profit system and
the disputes increased, the exchange of informati to increase its efforts for its international unificati
on decreased, there were less and less answers to on. Especially in the current development.
inquiries.
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Spain: Solidarity with Continental Rubi
RESOLUTION
OF
THE
2ND
INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE WORKERS
CONFERENCE
Johannesburg, 23 February 2020.

protest visible in view of the announcement of
the closure of the Continental plant on
December 31, 2021.

The 2nd IAC and the VW Forum supports the
struggle of the Continental Rubi, in Spain,
which has 700 employees.
We are calling for international solidarity to
lead a common struggle and to make the

We support their demands to keep their jobs:
They are making us unemployed!
It is the future of many families!
It is the bread of our children, their education!
Today for you, tomorrow for me!
Comrades, join this struggle!

Fighting, swinging demo: IAC participants in Vereeniging  February 2020

Portugal: Production Stop at Autoeuropa
Autoeuropa only wanted to reduce production
from 890 to 744 units by 16th of March due to
lack of material. However, the situation has
changed. Autoeuropa does not produce
because many of the employees in this
company and in companies in the automotive
sector have asked to stay at home and look
after their children. They accept that they will
only receive 66% of their wages. The company
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will remain closed until 27th of April.
The remaining workers will be sent home on
"down days", with dismissals, wage cuts, non
payment of bonuses or forced leave. The
workers' struggle is hindered by the ban on
strikes, protests and demonstrations.
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Germany: SiTech colleagues fight for their jobs
Since the beginning of the year, 470 Sitech
colleagues in Hanover have been fighting
against their dismissals. Sitech is a 100% VW
company and produces seats.
They write in their flyer in April:
We don't give up to fight for our jobs! We be
long to the VW Group and want to work there.
There is enough work, it is now being turned
into cheap wages by workers at Faurecia. VW
makes enough profits, in 2019 alone they we
re 15 billion Euros! Production is being reloca
ted because it is cheaper at Faurecia, which
means VW's profits will increase even further.
This will only be the beginning at VW and will
soon affect many more colleagues. That is
why it is important that all of us together resist
blackmail and division!

The youth association REBELL writes
about this in its solidarity declaration:
The mass destruction of jobs that has begun in
the VW group is also at the expense of the
youth. Whoever still has an apprenticeship
training position now will have to work after
wards. Especially in the VW Group, trainees
are taught that they do not have to worry about
their future, that a job in the "VW family" is se
cure. They should put all their energy into the
service of the company, prepare for their indi
vidual professional advancement and work in
the company.
concentrate. In your struggle you are an im
portant example for the youth not to subordi
nate themselves to the profit economy and to
fight for their own interests.
Support the colleagues at Si
Tech in their suit for reemploy
ment. Here they demonstrate in
front of the factory gate of VW Ha
nover for their jobs while respec
ting health protection.
Donation account: DE18 2505
0180 3912 2405 40
Owner: A.Koepsell
Keyword: Sitech Solidarity
Declarations of Solidarity:
IACHannover@gmx.de

Germany: Investment does not secure jobs at VW Brunswik
We are a components plant with 8,200 collea
gues. A good 1,000 of them work for VW
GroupService at much worse conditions. Over
5,000 work in production. With over 7 million
components per year, the Braunschweig plant
is one of the largest chassis factories in the
world. In the course of emobility, an ultramo
dern battery assembly facility was set up for
€300 million. Only about 75 colleagues per
shift should be able to assemble up to 500,000
battery systems per year here. This does not
compensate for the jobs that have already be
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en cut, about 600700 since 2015, and it conti
nues: CEO H. Diess saw great potential for sa
vings at the German plants even before the
crisis hit. So far, this has been achieved mainly
through pressure, rationalization and restruc
turing measures such as in toolmaking. Me
thod: Salami tactics. The first operational
redundancies against the SiTech`ler in Hano
ver show that we have to prepare ourselves
for a tougher course.
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Germany: Audi rewards job cuts
9500 of 61000 jobs are to be destroyed at Au
di in Germany according to plans by the board
of directors. An advertising campaign is
currently underway, in which 2,500 of the
17,000 employees at the Neckarsulm plant are
being contacted with an offer to "voluntarily"
terminate their contract of employment on July
1, 2020 by way of an early retirement arrange
ment. There is still a bonus for a quick signa
ture. In Ingolstadt this number will probably be
twice as high. Even if some colleagues accept
this offer and, due to work stress or illness, ta
ke this early retirement, we workers, employ

ees and especially the youth will painfully miss
these jobs in our region. That is not our soluti
on and it means passing on the crisis. We will
discuss this further with colleagues. Of course,
it is often a matter of the personal situation of
colleagues, but we continue to ask: why are
they doing this today? At whose expense is
this happening? Is this solving their crisis?
We suggest that our colleagues continue to
discuss this, also with the "Friends of the IAC".

International
Automotive Workers
Coordination
How do I become a member?

Report of the IACVWspokesmen

It depends on you! Anyone can join the IAC.
According to our organizational principles,
"2.) To become a member of the Internatio
nal Automobile Workers' Coordination.
and recognizes the principles of organizati
on. (...) They decide freely about the ass
umption of tasks, then carry them out
...reliably."
Further information: https://automotivewor
kers.org/de/werwirsind
Emails to contact@iawc.info or the spea
kers: peter2.iac.vw@gmail.com

The two Group spokespersons from Germany
started work immediately after the conference
and familiarized themselves with the situation.
They helped to organize solidarity with the col
leagues of SiTech (100% subsidiary of VW)
from Hanover, who will be dismissed by Si
Tech/Volkswagen on 30.4.2020.
For this first information letter from the VW
Group Coordination, contacts were made and
written to all over the world with the request to
submit articles.
Consideration is being given to how coordina
tion can be improved in consultation with the
International Coordination Group (ICOG).
Sends reports of May 1st for the homepage of
the International Automobile Workers' Coordi
nation.
Please send them to contact@iawc.info or the
speakers: peter2.iac.vw@gmail.com.

